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(London: Maomillan* 1997)

Britain, Europe and the
World
JOHN PETERSON

Introductioa

In chc late 1990s, Briush foreign policy became caught up in a
new and dilTerenckind ofdomescic political debate. Party polidcal
competition turned far less on economic ideology and far more on
constitutional issues, particularly regional devolution and Eur
opean integration. The 'politics of national identity' moved to the
forefront of debates about Britain's future, with considerable
knock-on effects for foreign policy.

As a backdrop, the wider world was a fundamentally different
place from the one in which three basic principles of postwar
British foreign policy had been developed. First, the Soviet threat
had CO be contained, if not curtailed. Second, the North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation (NATO) needed to be preservcxl as the
principal western collective security organization. Third, a *spc-
cial rdationship' with the United States (US) required constant
nurturing, while moves to make the European Union (EU) more
than a Icsosc and ostensibly economic organization usually were
shunned.

By the mid-1990s, the Soviet threat was gone. NATO had not
lost its relevance, but the lack of a clear and present military
threat to the west reduced its salience. Meanwhile, the £U
became a more weighty and highly political organization which
developed ambitions (even pretensions] to a Common Foreign
and Security Policy. The US under President Bill Clinton liked to
argue that it was 'more supportive of European integration than
any administration since Kennedy's' (Peterson, 1996, p. 98).

This chapter offers a broad, interpretive look at Britain's role in
the world. Its central argument is that the United Kingdom (UK)
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continues to /punch above its weight/ as an international actor. "V
However, its political class has been slow in responding to
sweeping changes in both international politics and Britain's
essential foreign policy interests. Given the climate of debate over
'Europe', the new Labour government's sudden and enthusiastic
turn towards 'constructive engagement* with the EU after the
1997 election was almost as striking as the scale of its landslide
victory. It also highlighted the difOculty - even futility - of
maintaining Britain's international standing without fundamental
changes in its foreign policy.

The Theoretical and Intentaticmal Conteacc

The transformation of the international system after 19B9 recast
debates between advocates of competing theories of iiitemadonal
relations. Against the odds, neo-realism remains the dominant
approach to international politics. Its proponents assume that the
intemadonal system is 'anarchic' in nature, marked by relentless
competition between self-interested states, and characterized by
relatively weak international organizations. Neo-rcalists are stub
bornly pessimistic about the durability of Cold War alliances in a
post-Cold War world. In particular, conservative American
commentators forecast the 'collapse of the West' and insist that
'the days of allies arc over' (Harries, 1993; Steele, 1995).

'Neo-liberali$m' denotes a broad, alternative theoretical
church. It includes 'institutionalists* who insist that international
organizations such as the EU and United Nations have become
important actors in their own right (Keohane a/., 1993), as well
as liberah such as Fukuyama (1992) whose forecast of the 'end of
history' after 1989 is now notorious. The essential neo-liberal
argument is that the interests of states are fundamentally altered
by economic interdependence, which emerges from open markets
for global commerce. By nature, open markets require co-opera
tion between relatively liberal states, which arc unlikely to
compete with each other militarily. Military force, over which
.states u&uaUy exert monopoly control, becomes a less important ^ t
source ofpower. Economic knowledge and the ability to ^ |
process information, which are shared between states and firms,
are more important cools of influence.
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Many neo-rcalists concede that economic competition between
states has become a more important dimension of intcmationaJ
politics. Still, most argue that the decline of mihcary strength as a
central medium of international polidcs has been exaggerated.
Economic sanctions, for example, could not get Iraq out of
Kuwait. Neo-liberals respond that a neo-realist model of state-
centred competition ignores the structural shift in power from
governments to markets in the 1990s. Deregulation, privatisation
and declining subsidies became the hallmarks of domestic eco
nomic policies in Britain and elsewhere, while external policies
f€x:uscd on expanding trade and attracting foreign direct invest
ment. Most states appeared to lose both the %viil and capacity to
steer their domestic economics as the falling coats of transport,
communicadons and technology transfer yielded an increasingly
seamless, 'globalized' economy.

Perhaps paradoxically, globalizadon appears to weaken gov
ernments, while making their policies —on investment, education
and infrastructure — more crucial determinants of the comped-
tiveness of their nadonal firms. With investment flowing more
freely across borders, and non-western states developing modem
infrastructures and workforces, the same production techniques
become available to businesspeople in Bombay, Bangkok or
Basingstoke. Governments that make bad decisions are punished
quickly and ruthlessly by globalized markets which channel
investments elsewhere (Bryan and Farrell, 1996).

In this context, Britain's economy has become highly integrated
with the global economy. Compared to most states, it has both
more to gain and more to lose from its reladvc international
economic position. On one hand, the UK is better-placed than
many of its rivals. Its labour market is the most flexible in Europe.
Britain attracts about 40 per cent of all investment in the £U by
foreign companies, which account for about 13 per cent of aU
British jobs and tend to offer good salaries and working condi
tions. After a painful shake-out in the 1980s, Bridsh industry is
now more specialized, intemadonalizcd and compcddvc. The
UK leads Europe in computer ownership per capita and is strong
in telccommunicadons, the world's fastest growing industry. By
many economic measures, it is no longer losing ground to other
industrialized countries.

On the other hand, Britain's compedttve edge reflects the
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deterioration of other advanced economies, particularly in Eur
ope, more than its own improvement. It was the only industria
lized nation that was spending less of its national wealth on
research in the mid-1990s than it did in 1981. Investment in
manufacturing remained sluggish. Britain still ranked near the
bottom (just ahead of Greece) of advanced states in terms of the
percentage of 18-year-olds in full-time educadon and training.
Increased labour market flexibility did little to break down class
barriers which made Britain a less socially mobile society than
Australia or the US. Britain's 'persistent and large rise in earning
inequality' in the 1990s was unequalled by any other industria
lized country (OECD, 1996). The poverty rate continued to rise,
after very sharp increases in the 1980s. Yet, at the 1995 Copenha
gen international summit on social development, the former
Social Security Secretary, Peter Lilley, insisted that Britain did
not need new anti-poverty measures.

Ofcourse, it is impossible to assess Britain's role in the world on
the basis of cconondc criteria alone. Even if one accepts the
argument that 'as the economy weakens, the country's intcma-
donal presage is waning' (Hutton, 1995, p. 1), the thesis is too
simple. The UK remains an important military power and a core
member of leading international organizations. 'New' security
issues such as crime, terrorism and ethnic conflict have risen on
the international agenda, and the UK offers special experdse
on all of them. For example, following the terrorist bombing at
the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta, Britain responded to
American overtures with proposals to build on its experience In
Northern Ireland in organizing new international anti-terrorist
measures.

For Britain, more than most other states, the post-Cold War
world implies new dilemmas. According to its Foreign Secretary,
Robin Cook, the new Labour government was determined to
confront them above all by ending the 'sterile, negative and
fhiitleas conflict' between the UK and its £U parmcis (quoted
in Financial Timri, 9 May 1997). More than previous Conservative
governments, Labour appeared ready to acknowledge the irrc-
versibility ofBritain's interdependence with Europe, the increased
primacy ofeconomic over traditional security issues, and the long
standing paradox of Britain's stubbornly nationalized policy and
increasingly globalized economy.
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Britua ia the Enropcaa Uaion

On 'Black Wednesday* in September 1992, enormous turbulence
mcurrency markets forced thepound sterling outoftheEuropean
exchange rate mechanism (ERM). The government of John
Major had staked its cmtire economic strategy on maintaining
sterling's value within the £RM, which was intended to keep
currency rates stable and facilitate trade in the EU's internal
market. The ERM alsoprovided a platform for full Economic and
Monetary Union (EMU) and a single currency, one of the most
audacious and dramatic steps mooted in the postwar history of
Europew integration. Black Wednesday marked a watershed:
from this point forward, 'Europe' dominated domestic polidcal
debate in Britain.

Over the next four years, Major and members of his cabinet
often seemed forced to scorn the EU just to occupy a middle
ground within the Conservative party. British ncgodating posi-
dons on a range of key issues were perceived in Brussels and
Strasbourgas extreme and miles from the Europeanconsensus. In
London, British withdrawal from the Union was favoured by a
hard-core of around a dozen Conservadve MPs. They held
considerable sway over a government which enjoyed a much
smaller majority than its predecessors (Wallace, 1995).

The debate over 'Europe* heated up as a general elecdon
approached and the Union imposed a ban on exports of British
beef. The beefban was intended to reassure frightened consumers
across Europe aflcr the Major government acknowledged new
evidence which suggested that BSE, or 'mad cow disease*, could
be passed to humans. The cause of the epidemic appeared to be
the uniquely British pracdce of feeding cheap, contaminated offal
to cacde in the late 1980s. Previous Conservadve governments
had played down the problem and demurred from adopting a
comprehensive eradicadon policy. Reported rates of BSE else
where in Europe weresuspiciously low, but the disease appeared
essendally to be a British problemwhichhad been exported to the
condnent.

Beef markets collapsed across Europe. EU cash for BSE eradi
cadon, plus a ban on Britishexports, similar to those imposed by
the US and even MongJCong, seemedlogical policy responses. Yet
the Major government astonished its partners by announcing a
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*non-co-operation policy'. The UK vecoed all proposed £U
measures which required a unanimous vote, whether related to
beefor not, while demanding that a timetable be agreed for lifting
the ban. London further infuriated its partners by refusing to
accept a large-scale culling of British herds and doing tittle to
justify its policy in other European capitals. By the time ofMajor's
announcement of 'non-co-opcration% the Netherlands —which
had only a fracdon of the BSE cases reported in Britain - had
slaughtered more catde than the UK. Eventually, Britain agreed
to a much larger cull than it inidally argued was polidcaJily
feasible.

A vague and non-committal declaradon to seek an end to the
ban was agreed at the Florence European summit in June 1996.
Major thus declared victory and suspended 'non-co-operauon'.
By this point, the Foreign Office had received urgent expressions
ofconcern from countries such as Mexico and Slovenia whose EU
trade or aid agreements had been delayed by British vetoes.
Britain had blocked a total of about 100 diflkrent measures,
including several for which previously it had lobbied heavily on
deregulation, police co-operation and fraud prevention.

Thinking Beyond Beef

From the Major government's point of view, the British non-co
operation policy was an extraordinary strategic blunder. It was
adopted as the Union's decision-making rules were being scruti
nized in an intergovernmental conference (IGC) with a view to
reforming them. British non-co-operation highlighted the ability
of one member state to blackmail aU others and block dcdaions
taken unanimously. It redoubled the deierminadon of a majority
of member states who favoured expanded majority voting. Re
quiring unanimous agreement on all but consdtutionai issues
seemed impracucal in a future, enlarged £U which included
some or all of the 10 Eastern and Central European states plus
Cyprus which had applied for Union membership by the time of
the IGC.

Major (1996) would give no quarter on expanded majority
vodng. He insisted that the British veto meant *we cannot be
forced where we do not want to go'. Pro-Euro|>ean Conservadvca,
such as Kenneth Clarke and Michael Heseltine, were in retreat as
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the general election campaign began in earnest. Evidence that
only one-quarter ofall Tory candidates fighting the 1997 election
agreed with the government's policy to 'wait and see before
deciding whether the UKwould join a single currency suggested
that EMU 'posed probably the greatest threat'since thesplit over
the com laws in the 1840s* {jyaily TtUgtupk, 16 December 1996).

Labour Eurosceptics were not as influential as their Tory
counterpartSi but placed political limits on theBlair government s
policy of 'constructive engagement' in the EU. Labour, lilw the
Conservatives, took thepolitically safe route oftrying to avoid the
EMU issue by promising a referendum onwhether Britain would
Jqid a single currency when and ifit was created. Even the Blair
government was probably going to need cross-party support to
secure parliamentary ratification for joining EMU. One of the
most importantanomalies ofBritish politics was that a large pro-
EU majority persisted in' the House of Commons.

This cross-party consensus hademerged asthe EU had evolved
into a far more 'comfortable' international organisation for the
UK 1985. With a British Commissioner in the lead (Cock-
fidd, 1994), the EU launched thesingle market programme. The
Common A^cultural Policy (CAP) underwent dgnificant reform
during a successful world trade round. Germany, which usually
shared British economic interests, became a more sigmficant
player. France gradually abandoned its Gaullist ambitions to
make the EU into a defence organization. The EU took in
Austria,Finland and Sweden in 1995, all ofwhichbroadlyshared
Britain's agenda on budgetary and enlargementquestions.

The European Commission and Court ofJustice (ECJ) were
both active in enfiwdng EU rules which most member states
observed less diligendy than Britain, In 1994, the Commission
made 89 referrals to the ECJ for violations of internal market
rules, with ordy one case involving the UK. Regardless, Con
servative Eurosceptics were outragecl when theCourtheld against
Britain in several high-profile cases in L996, especially one con
cerning an EU directive which mandated a maximum 48-hour
work week.

UnderBritish pressure, thedirective hadbeen watered down to
the pointwhere it was essentially voluntary andsubject to a seven
year delay before implementation in the UK. Britain still ab
stained in a vote on the direcdve. Then, the Major government

1 "*••«
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sought (unsuccessfully) to overturn it in the European Court on
the grounds that legislation on working conditions should not be
subject to majority voting rules reserved for health and safety
matters. Britain gave ammunition to its critics by voting infavour
ofmandatory rest stops fortransported animals but going togreat
lengths tooppose mandatory rest breaks for workers.

More generally, Britain b^ian to isolate itself in debates about
the EU's future. Major's vision oftheEU ofthe future stressed the
need for 'flexibility' in a loose parmership ofnations. Eventually,
the French, Germans and others began to extol the virtues of
flexibility, but in the sense of establishing an avant garde of
councrics whicli could move 2.he3d fbistcr cli&n odicrs in intcgrAt-
ing specific policies^ particularly in an enlarged Union. It was
hard to think of policy areas (besides agriculture) where the UK
sicxxi to benefit from being on the periphery of a Franco-German
led 'hard core*. Such thinking inspired Cook*s plea, within a week
of the 1997 election, for the emergence of'three main players in
Europe, not two* (c|̂ vioted in FtncLticial TimtSf 8 May 1997).

The 1996 IGC was the Union's third in just over 10 years.
Initially, at least, it appeared unlikely to produce any leap
forward in European integration. However, after British 'non-
co-operation*, the Blair government, and its Minister for Europe,
Doug Henderson, seemed determined to makea fiesh start and to
stamp Britain's influence indelibly on the IGC.

How Isolated is Britain?

It is probably too easy to view Britain as uniquely isolated or
opposed to European integration. One poll in late 1994" found
more German than British citizens opposing 'closer political links
between EU members* (MORI poll in Fmanctal FimeSy 5 Decem
ber 1994). Several polls in late 1996 suggested that clear majo
rities of Germans opposed a single currency, while popular
support for EMU was falling in France.

Moreover, the 1995 enlargement of the Union clearly made the
UK less ofan outlier in terms ofpublic opinion. According to the
EU's own polls, British citizens remained markedly more 'Euro-
sceptic' than, say, Dutch or Italian citizens (sec Table 2.1).
However, publicopinionin both Austriaand Sweden had turned
sharply against the EU only a short time after they joined the
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TABLE 2.1 Support Ibr EU membetship in selected member states, 1995
(%)

A4€mber siaJte

Netherlands
Italy
EU 15 average
United Kingdom
Sweden

Austria

tsyour cmmxry^i EU memberxiup a
'good tkiny

80

69
53
42

31
29

5
6

15
24

40

29

Sovrcr. European Commission (1996).

Union, even though accession in each country had been ratified
by popular referendum.

Even the UK's natural northern allies became progressively less
tolerant ofthe Major government's foot-dragging on the environ
ment, social policy and immigration in 1995-6. On these and
other issues, the 'swing vote' often belonged to France. The
elation ofJacques Chirac as French President in 1995 led to a
fritsm within the British Conservative party about the prospects
for an Anglo-French entente eardiale. France and Britain, so the
logic went, were old nation-states with imperial traditions. Both
insdnctually guarded their nadonal sovereignty. Both were med
ium-sized nuclear powers with permanent seats on the UN
Security Council (along with the US, Russia and China). To-
^ther France and Britain could neutralize German-led, federalist
impulses in EU debates. On defence quesdons, the Clinton
adminiscradon's support for plans to loan US military assets to
exclusively European forces in future coaxed the French closer to
NATO. In announcing swingeing cuts inFrance's defence budget
in 1996, Chirac even expressed hope for a volunteer French army
that was as good as Britain's.

Concerns in Bonn about theseverity ofFrench military cutsVvas
soothed by a stepping up of bilateral Franco-German exchanges
on military issues. More generally, the French and Germans
condnucd to see eye-to-eye on far more numerous and funda
mental issues, pardculaxly EMU, than did the UK and France.
In sharp contrast to Britain, France and Germany continued to
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look to the state generally, and the EU specifically, to provide
public goods ranging firom protection for farmers, research sub
sidies and support for home-grown European films and television
progr2nnmes. The UK remained a major player in £U politics. It
often allied with France, which by itself was Blair government
clearly had much to do before the Franco-Ccrman alliance was to
be supplanted, let alone subsumed, by some new 'triangle\

'EuropP as a Domestic Political Issue

By 1996 it was hard to argue that the domesdc debate about
Britain^s place in Europe had not deteriorated to a level of ill-
informed dogma. A virulently anti-European press —much of it
under non-British ownership —found EU-bashing to be a com
fortable and even popular theme. The rhetoric of Conservadves,
such as the party chairman, Brian Mawhinney, was sharp: 'if you
want CO reduce Britain to the level ofa poodle, trotdng at the heels
of others, letting them set Europc^s agenda, then you can vote
Labour* {Financial TimeSy 15 May 1996).

The Labour Party approached £U matters with great caution
as the general elecdon approached. Blair looked hesitant and
uncertain as he refused to condemn the Major government's non-
co-operadon policy during the beef crisis. Labour seemed firmly
united on few £U matters besides the need for the UK to axmul its
*opt-out' of the Social Chapter, a framework for agreeing EU
social and employment le^ialadon. One of Labour's first an
nouncements in office was that Britain would sign the Social
Chapter. On a range of other policies, particularly a single
currency, Labour was however deeply split (Baker et al,y 1996).
Regardless of Blair's landslide and subsequent 'turn towards
Europe', the Bridsh electorate was uniquely ill-prepared to pass
judgement on EMU, which consdtuted one of the most dramadc
and historic polidcal choices facing the UK since the War.

Nonetheless, Labour began to resemble a European Social
Democradc party. Under Blair, it tried to attract the polidcal
loyaides of younger voters, many of whom appeared to support
both a more European-style polity in Britain and European
integradon in principle, if not always in pracdce. Despite his
moderately Euroscepdc posidon on EMU, Cook launched a
'Business Agenda for Europe' in the teeth of the beef crisis. It
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promised Labour government activism on extending the single
markec, strengthening ETJ competition law^and launching new
competitiveness and employment measures. j31air himself gave a
s^ongiy pro-European speech which extolled the traditional Tory
virtues of free trade, deregulation and open markets to a some
what ahcxiced German employers* federation.

Many of Britain s £U partners were so bitterly disappointed
with the Major government that they simply stopped negotiating
on manyvital issues within the IGC undl Labour was in power.
Major's problemwaspartly one ofexpectations raised in 1990-91
when he replaced Thatcher and pledged to put Britain *at the
heart of Europe. By 1996, European leaders no longer created
Major as someone with whom they could do business. Most
viewed his non-co-operation policy as a wheeze to unite the
Tories and embarrass Labour. The beef crisis probably opened
up as wide a gulf between Britain and the rest of the EU as had
ever existed during the Thatcher years. Labour's election was
warmly welcomed in national capitals across the EU, but it
remained an open question whether Blair and Cook could reverse
the domesuc tide of Euroscepticism and truly put Biicain *at the
heart of Europe*.

Thetny and Practice in EU Politics

A neo-realist penpcctive gives succour to Tory scepticism about
European intcgradon. The EU could be viewed as a Cold War
insumdon which lost much of its relevance after 1989, While the
economic effects of Britain's EU membership are difficult to
quantify, they probably are not large. On the other hand,
considerable evidence can be marshalled to suggest that EMU
and continental labour market policies would do considerable
damage to the British economy.

In contrast, neo-liberals would point to *the dramatic rcorien-
tauon of Britain's trade towards Europe in the postwar period^
(Chisholm, 1995, p. 167). From a base of about 10 cent in 1950,
about half of British exports went to other EU member states by
the mid-1990s. The EU clearly had what economists caU *trade
Creadon effects', thus mutually enriching both Britain and her EU
partners. With economics becoming a more important dimension
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of internatonal power, neo-liberals argued that the real tiunus
test for Britain as a political force in Europe was EMU.

A single European currency by 1999 was far from certain, but
no other actual ormooted EU policy in history threatened to sap
so much ofBritain's capacity tocontrol its economic destiny. The
assumption that the UK could survive outside an EMU without
any great costs was challenged with considerable force when
^tropean banking officials voted in 1996 in fovour ofdiscriminat
ing against countries outside a payments system which would
facilitate trade in Euros, theforeseen new currency. It was hard to
imagine tlmt London's posidon asa Gnancial capital would notbe
damaged if the UK opted out.

EhdU offered a clear illustration of the paradox which Eur
opeanintegradon poses for Britain and itsEU partners. The EU
empowers them by making them part of a rich and influendal
coUecdve, while also limidng severely their margin for indepen
dent acdon. Global trade negotiations also highlight the paradox.
As an EU member state, often in alhance with Germany, the UK
can push the world's largest trade bloc to adopt more liberal
posidons than usually are preferred by southern member states
(especially France), even if EU posidons are rarely identical to
British preferences. Outside the EU, Britain's voice on trade issues
would be a weaker and lonely one.

^U membership also raises problems ofpohdcal legitimacy and
transparency. Instead of weakening national execudves, the
Union often strengthens them by allowing them to 'hide' from
domesdc interests and adopt policies which would be impossible
on a purely national level. The EU is a remote and technocratic
political system, as illustrated by the byzantine discussion on
Bridsh beef. It was conducted mostly within a committee of
veterinary experts who also acted as the polidcal agents of their
member states.

By themid-1990s, the EU clearly needed toenlarge, reform
democratize itself. In debates on these issues, officials from other
member states often spoke of the need for more British-style
common sense and pragmatism in EU negodauons. However,
the UK's unique sense of nadonal idendty made it harder for her
than for other member states to come to terms with quesdons
which EU membership inevitably posed about nadonal indepen
dence and polidcal legitimacy. Under the second Major govern-
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ment, the British response co these questions was often drfensive,
muscle-bound arguments about the sanctity and superiority ofits
domestic institutions.

The problem is by no means a new one. In the view oft>ne long
time British ambas^or, the decision ofthe UK not tojoin new
European institutions in the early postwar period was its biggest
strategic mistake of the late twentieth centupr. The EU thus
developed a set ofinstitutions untouched by British influence wd
dominated by French practice, law and Icaderehip (Renwick,
1996). A former European Commission envoy to Washington
concurred that London 'could have had the leadership ofEurope
for a song' in the 19508. Instead, according to his view, 'on the
world stage, Britain will end the century little more important
than Switzerland. It wUl have been the biggest secular decUnc in
power and influence since seventeenth-century Spain (Denman,
1996, pp. 1-^2).

The Special Rdatumshsp

Britain's troubled relations with Europe have always been, in
part, a consequence of the assumption that relations between the
US "..>1 Britain exist on a different, 'higher' i^ne than relations
between any other two industrialized countries. No other allies
share so much in terms of history, langu^e and culture. I^n
poliucaly military and intelligence terms, the dosen^ ot the
'special relationship' is sometimes illustrated in dramatic fashion.
Henry Kissinger claimed that he often kept London better
informed on global developments than the State Department
when he served as US National Security Adviser in the 197^.

The special relationship has helped Britain maintain its position
ofglobal influence despite its economic decline. Without Amer
ican intelligence, for example, the FalUlands War could not have
been won so quickly and decisively. The personal and ideologic^
affinity between Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher could
hardly have been closer. Even after both were out ofpower, the
Bush administration found the UK to be its most reliable ally
during the Gulf War. Despite the Major government's overt
support for Bush in the 1992 US election, as well as powerful
tensions over Bosnia, the Clinton administradon showed itselfto
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^ procecuve of the so-called 'special relauonship*. Clinton often
just skirted ruptures with London as he involved himself in the
Northern Ireland peace process, particularly when he allowed
Sinn Fein's Gerry Adams to visit America. Still, Clinton stated
repeatedly that the UK was a valued American ally.

However, theextent to which any allyhad 'special' influence in
America became subject to new doubts. Crushing domestic
problems were reQected in US rates of poverty, homelessness,
infant mortality, violent crime and impHaonment, all of which
were the highest of any industrialized country in the world. The
logical result was a general turn inwards, away from foreign
policy and the wider world, pardcularly after Clinton was elected
in 1992. Meanwhile, his administration's focus on the North
American Free Trade Area (NAFTA) and the Asia Pacific
Economic Cooperadon (AP£C) forum suggested that it saw
America's economic future lying in Asia and the Americas.
Europe, including Britain, appeared to offer only stagnant mar
kets and political squabbles over Maastricht and trade with
Eastern Europe. Clinton's first Secretary of State, Warren Chris
topher, declared that 'Western Europe is no longer thedominant
area of the world' (Peterson, 1996, p. 137). The stunning seizure
of Congress by the US Republicans in the 1994mld-cerm elecdon
threatened to shift US foreign policy towards 'aggressive unila
teralism', particularly on trade and Bosnia.

An earlier series of European midatives to stop the civil war in
ex-Yugoslavia had failed miserably. During its 1992 Presidency of
the EU, Britain took the lead in seeking a peace settlement in
Bosnia, where the worst inter-ethnic fighting and atrocides took
place, but without succc^ss. American propoi^ to 'lift andstrike'
~ an arms embargo on Bosnian Muslims and strike Bosnian
Serbs with air pjower —were summarily rejected by European
states. The UK and others had large contingenta of troops in
Bosnia delivering humamtarian aid who were an easy target for
Serb reprisals. At this point, the special reiadonship seemed a
joke: Clinton even told an interviewer that Major had rejected j
'lift and strike' because hisgovernmentwouldhavecollapsed if its ,
internal divisionsabout keeping British troops in Bosniahad been
exacerbated. More generally, the durability of both NATO and
America's strategic commitment to European security became
subject to new and serious doubts.
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Evencually, a collective western decision was taken to bomb the
Bosnian Serbs to the negotiating cable in August L995. NATO
was used both to organize the bombing campaign and then to
enforce a cease-fire. However, the Dayton Peace Accord was
brokered almost exclusively by the Americans, with Bridsh and
other European diplomats literally locked out of rooms in which
the warring Bosnian factions negotiated at a US air force base in
Ohio. While a blow to British pride, the Dayton peace deal
showed that America clearly remained a European power, at
least for the time being, while NATO remained a central pillar of
US foreign policy. Both results were viewed as positive reinforce
ments CO British policy and the ^special relationship". Meanwhile,
NATO"s success under US leadership in Bosnia inspired contin*
ued British scepticism about alternative European security ar
rangements, including the West European Union (W£U), which
obliged its members to accept a robust mutual security guarantee
(that is, stronger than NATO's), excluded the Americans and was
closely linked to the EU.

Despite intensive transatlantic military co-operation in Bosnia,
trade became a serious source of transatlantic tension in 1996.

American trade policy became increasingly unilateral and ag
gressive. In particular, the so-called Helms—Burton Act tried to
punish non-American firms for doing business in Cuba. With
initial encouragement from London, the European Commission
designed countermcasurcs modelled on existing British legislation.
Then, citing concerns about the Commission's legal competence
on the matter, the UK threatened to veto the proposals. The
Major government was accused by an ouiragcsd Commission of
bowing to Tory Euroscepdcs, who loathed anything which pitted
the UK with the rest of Europe against America.

Certainly, European integration posed new challenges to old
assumptions about the 'special relationship". In this context.
Major's Foreign Secretary, Malcolm Rifkind, was one of the first
of many leaders on both sides of the Adantic to call for a political
relaunch of transatlantic relations after 1994, Rifkind himself had
slithered away from his past Eurocnthusiasm even before he
replaced Douglas Hurd in the Foreign Office. Yet he clearly
viewed closer US—EU ties as desirable both in strategic terms and
as a political gesture to make Britain's EU membership more
palatable to right-wingers in his party.
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Rifkind could righdy claim a measure of credit for the new
'Transatlantic Agenda' and Action Plan agreed between the
Clinton administration and EU in late 1995. By this time, total
US non-military spending on intemadonal affairs was only halfits
1984 total. Pooling American resources with those of the EU,
particularly on new security issues such as terrorism, environ-
mratal protection and development aid, made sense from the
point ofview of America, which increasingly became a 'super
power on the cheap'.

Despite its frequent and often maddening disunity, the EU
became viewed in iVashington as a more reliable attd resourceful
partner than any other on offer. Gradually, if very slowly,
American policy became more EU and German-centred less
NATO and Britain-oriented. In this context, one American
Opinion leader described the UK's non-co-operation policy dur
ing the beefcrisis as a 'hissing Gt' (Hoaglund, 1996). Raymond
Scitz, the respected former US ambassador to Britain, warned
that British influence in Washington would in future depend as
never before on Britisfa influence in Europe. He was by
Sharp (1996, p. 1) in pleading with the British political class to

that the only way Britain is going to influence world
events in the future isasa major European power working closely
with France and Germany, and dealing with theUS as a power
committed to Europe'.

Looking ahead, it may prove significant that Clinton and Blair
are both reladvely young leaders and former Oxford men who
share similar ideologies. However, the importance of shared
afflnities between American and British leaders probably has been

rince the Reagan/Thatcher years. Ultimately, until
Britain learns to maximize its influence in the EU, the central
problem of the 'special relationship* - the glaring asymmetry in
power between the US and UK —will persist.

The Legacy of Empire

R^ardlcss of one's view of the extent of the UK's 'decline',
Britain's global role and assets are clearly vestiges ofits imperial
past more than monuments to its recent economic success. Britain
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remains a highly influential member of the United Nations in
large part because about one-quarter of all of its members are
former British colonies or territories. The importance of the
Commonwealth is a subject of debate, mth detractors pointing
to its inability to cope in the 1980a with apartheid in South Africa.
Still, it includes 33 states or territories which account for about
one-fifth of the world's population, Britain retains putative leader
ship of the Commonwealth, even if the reorientation of British
trade towards Europe has reflected a rapid decline in the eco
nomic importance of its former colonies.

One of the most enduring legacies of the empire has been the
iost generation' of modemi7ation by Bridsh industry in the early
postwar period. Imperial and then commonwealth preferences
gave British industry privileged access to relatively undynamic
and undemanding markets in the 1950s and 60s. After Britain's
entry into the Common Market in 1973, many of its industries
were overwhelmed by continental competition which had been
sharpened by 15 years of tariff-free trade between the Commu
nity's original members. In some respects, British industry never
recovered, with the costs becoming clearer as the UK began to
trade more with other industrialized countries. Ironically, by
most measures, Britain now has weaker trade links to the devel
oping world than do most of its £U partners (Clarke, 1992,
p. 46).

Other remnants of the empire have helped to balance the
ledger. First, English is spoken in at least a basic way by some
thing like 20 per cent of the world's people. Second, the BBC
World Service has a global audience of nearly three times the
population of the UK itself. Britain's foreign aid budget is not
generous, hut it is the sixth largest in the world and is more
focused than those of other major powers on the very poorest
countries.

Yet the UK's claim to be the enlightened voice of the west on
North—South bsues is considerably undermined by an entrenched
'liberal militarism' in its domesdc industrial policy (Reynolds and
Coaces, 1996). Its eflect is to make a large section of British
industry dependent on arms sales to the less-developed world. By
1993, the defence sector still accounted for nearly 10 per cent of
the total value of British manufacturing and employed about
400000 people. Britain ranked second only to the US as an arms
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exporter and controlled about one-fifth of the total global market
(Lee, 1996, p. 59).

Britain's international reputation was tarnished by the revela
tion of scandals connected with the arms trade in the mid-1990s.
The Scott inquiry into the so-called Matrix ChurchiU affair saw
private bu-sincssmen scapegoated for selling arms to Iraq despite
the government's blessing of exports. The UK gave soft loans to
an unsavoury Malaysian regime so that it could hire a British firm
to build the Fergau Dam, with the cndre deal underpinned by an
agreement to buy British arms.

More generally, Britain's relations with South East Asia, where
much of its empire once lay, were complex and often contra
dictory. The 'return' of Hong Kong to China in 1997 was always
going to be fraught with tensions and charges of a British sell-out
of the island's citizens. Yet it is difficult to imagine diat any otlier
major western state would have handled the negotiations with
more skill, at least until Chris Patten, the final British Governor of
Hong Kong, sought to renegotiate much that already had been
agrei^ with the Chinese (Cradock, 1994).

The UK remained a magnet for inward investment from'Japan
and other states in the region, whose economic growth rates far
surpassed those of Europe. The National Audit Office calculated
chat each pound spent on promoting trade with South East Asia
generated 80 pounds in British exports- Yet Michael Heseltinc's
dire warnings in autumn 1995 about the threat to British prosper
ity posed by the Far Eastern Tiger economies .seemed a blatant
attempt to unite the Tories against a common enemy.

In short, the UK's imperial history continued to inform policy
choices in ways which were usually subtle but sometimes not. The
decision in the 1980s to send the British navy halfway around the
world to defend a small and geopolictcally meaningless group of
islands in the South Atlantic clearly could not have been taken
without recourse to familiar arguments about the need to defend
Britain's foreign assets. The Major government's somewhat des-
pcnrate defence of the pound against the overwhelming will of
currency markets in 1992 recalled Britain's habitual postwar
defence of an overvalued currency for the sake of broader foreign
policy prerogatives. The successful export of the Westminster
model of government to states across the world during the
transition from empire to commonwealth will continue to colour
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debates about Labour's plans to reform the British state. The^
legacy of the empire remains palpable, particularly for critics ot
postwar British foreign policy, who often claim thai'thepursuit of
an independent andmajor world role for the British state proved
immensely cosdy and self-destructive over dme: in high defence
spending, the maintenance ofa strong currency, and the failure to
modernize the British state machine' (Reynolds and Coaies, 1996,
p. 257).

Britaiii M an Lnc< .tional Actor

By some measures, such as ranking as anexporter, Britain's global
position has stabilized. It continues to exercise considerable
mfluence in many of the more than 120 international organiza
tions of which Britain is a member. Its seat on the Security
Council gives Britain veto power on virtually all important UN
matters. As a Gnancial capitalwithhistorical roots to muchof the
less-developed world, Britain is an inQuential member ofboth the
World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF). The
British vice-president of the European Commission, Sir Leon
Brittan, was an important architect of the World TradeOrgani-
sauon (WTO) created after the Uruguay Round of global trade
rallca. The UK remains a mainstay of NATO, playing a strong
understudy to the US and often neutralizing French eccentrici
ties.

The price paid for Britain's international role has been Steep.
Late entry into the £U, after its expensive (and wasteful)
Common Agricultural Policy was in place, meant that the UK
would always be a net contributor to the EU's central budget.
The Major government volunteered the second largest contingent
to allied forces in both the GulfWar and Bosnia. British taxpayers
footed an annual £90 million bill for Britain's national subscrip-
lions to international organizations.

Above all, Britain remained a nuclear power despite ics limited
means. Evenbefore the ColdWar ended, the UK. faced a difficult
choice between buying American nuclear systems or developing
them co-operatively with European partners. Both options inevi
tably made Britain dependent on others for its own security. For
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example, furious diplomacy was unleashed on the Germans when
the latter soug'hc to reduce their contribution to the coilaboradve
Ruropeaii Fighter Aircraft, after uniiicadon put enomious strains
on German public spending. 'Buying American' was sometimes
equally problemadc. The Thatcher government's decision to buy
the Trident .submarine system in 1980 at first seemed to highlight
the advantages of the special relationship, as the Americans
clearly would not have sold the system to anyone else. However,
the subsequent US decision to upgrade Trident to suit its own
needs had the effect of landing the UK. with a more expensive and
sophisdcatcxi system than it needed.

Nuclear weapons continue to be a source of considerable status
and power in inceriiadonal poliucs. Neo-realists are quick to point
out that dismanding Britain's capability would invite quesdons
about why it deserved special status in the UN, They scorn die
neo-liberal argument that the UK could rely on the US or an
integrated European nuclear capability to defend itself, and insist
that permanent alliances do not and could not ever exist in
intemadonal reladons.

Cuts in British defence spending have mirrored chose under-
taken in most western states since the end of the Cold War.
Arguably, however, chcy have had .special implicadoiis for Brit
ain. An independent UK military operadon on the scale of the
FalkJands war was already technically impossible by the early
1990s (Clarke, 1992, p. 53). Whether or not neo^rcalistsarc right
CO be cynical about the durability of alliances, neo-libcrals arc on
strong ground in arguing chat Britain's formal military sover
eignty brings her very little military independence.

Still, there is no question that Britain retains important, if
somewhat intangible levers to influence intemadonal policies.
One is certainly the competent, professional and highly-respected
cadre of British ofGcials serving both in the foreign service as well
as in myriad intemadonal organizations. British civil servants
with inccrnadonai responsibilides usually deserve their rcputadon
for tolerance, pragmadsm and incorrupability. However, it is
hard not to conclude that they have been undermined repeatedly
by cheir polidcal superiors, as when Bridsh ofhclals were forced to
•non-co-opcrace' during the beef crisis. The mentality reflected in
a 1977 Central Policy Review Staffreport, which cxidcized British
officials abroad for doing their ]ob& 'to an unjusdfiably high
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standard') 'reftecii a general lack of clear purpose which hampei}^
British diplomacy (Clarke, 1992, pp. 70-71).

In this context, no wholesale review of Britain's foreign policy
was undertaken in tlic afterglow of the Cold War. A defence
review published in 1990 assessed nulitary needs and priorities
narrowly, but cook little account of wider questions of economic,
policical and security strategy (Sanders, 1993, p. 288). Thatcher's
foreign policy ethos underwent no systematic revision under the
Major governments.

For its part, the Blair government pledged to upgrade Britain's
Lnternational profile by adopting Clincon-style export promotion,
putting more into the Commonwealth, and, above all, ending the
UK's isolation in Europe. Labour probably won very few votes on
the basis of its new thinking on foreign policy. Its focus during the
election was overwhelmingly on domestic policy. But concern for
Britain's global role is cross-party, instinctual and a crucial part of
its national identity.

Candnsions

Any nation-state's identity and global role are derived in large
part from history and geography. It clearly matters that Britain
has not been invaded since the eleventh century and is an
archipelago of north-western Europe. However, these factors are
not determinant. Arguably, Britain's failure to produce a political
class able to lead in a way that is appropriate to an increasingly
interdependent world explains more about British foreign policy
than any other factor.

Any state which aspires to international influence dispropor-
lionate to its economic power must be supported by an outward-
looking, internationally-minded citizen-public. In 1996, Labour
party strategists insisted that the electorate (and newspaper
editors) were so ill-educatcd in the complexities of muldlatcral
diplomacy that Labour had no choice but to support Major's
non-co-operation policy. Far more British citizens either wanted
to pull out of the EU or renegotiate the UK's membership than
supported closer British ties to the Onion (NOP poll in Sunday
Times, 17 March 1996). The British Social Attitudes Survey (1996)
found chat around 60 per cent of Britons favoured iimiu on
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imporLs to protect the British economy. One-third thought for
eigners should not be aUowed to buy land in the UK.

The popular British press nourished a national identity based
on equ2il parts insecurity and pride. Its proclivity for blaming
foreigners (especially "Europeans*) for problems with domestic
roots recalled Bat Buchanan's American nativism. Tabloid char-
aciturcs of a jaclcbootcd German Chancellor, Helmut Kohl, and
openly racist headlines as Britain prepared to meet Gemnany in
the 1996 European football championships led the President of
che Confederation of British Industry, Sir Brian Nicholson, to
lament 'this pungent atmosphere of romantic nationalism and
churlish xenophobia' {Financial Times, 25/26 May 1996).

Conservative Eurosceptics claimed that they were 'interMtio-
nali^is' at heart. Yet, the writings of John Redwood, MajofH'
Eurosceptic challenger for the party's leadership in 1995^ were
perhaps illustrative of his and bis ibllawcrs* attention to the world
beyond British shores. Redwood (1994) predicted that North
Vietnam would collapse in the 1990s, leading to Vietnamese
unificadon, evidendy not realizing chat it alres^y had occurred
20 years previous. His insistence that European integration would
lead to a 'countTy called Europe' to which 'we would all have to
swear allegiance', while the former British army *went into battle
under the European flag, marching to the European anthem*
became almost a mainstream view in the British press (Redwood,
1996).

Ironically, it was difficult to see the logic of fighdng an election
on a hereely Eurosceptic platform. The EU was ranked as one of
the top five moat important issues by very few voters. Polls
suggested chat voters blamed the Major government, as opposed
to the EU, for the beef crisis by a margin of three, to one. The
effect of the crisis on voting preferences actually appeared nega
tive for the Conscrvauves (ICM poll in The Observer^ 26 May
1996), Vet a minority wing of the Conservative Party became
almost obsessively anti-European. The Blair governmenc'.s "con-
strucdvc engagement' with cheEU was certain to find no shortage
of cridcs among the opposidon.

Meanwhile, even when the Major government was insisting
chat it had reversed Britain's decline, a series of leaked govern
ment briefing papers predicted that the UK's status as one of the
world's seven biggest economics would be lost within 20 years.
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India, Brazil and Indonesia were set to pass Britain, with China
emerging as the world's largest single economy. These states were
certain to demand greater political rcpresenxation in major
international organizations. Pointedly, as Ireland took over the
EU*s rotating presidency in 1996, its government made much of
evidence whicli suggested that Ireland's per capita income would
overtake that of the UK. in less than 15 years.

A neo-realist's assessment of British power would highlight the
fact that the UK is the leading trading partner of no European
country besides Ireland. British goods account for less than 10 per
cent of the imports of the other member .states of the Union. As
such, the Eurosceptic billionaire James Goldsmith's urgings that
the UK should act to 'convert or split Europe' grossly exaggerates
British power to determine the £U*s future.

From a neo-^liberal perspective, Britain's role in the world is a
valued asset. It can be preserved ifBritish diplomatic excellence is
backed^by political leadership which nurtures f^pular interna-
iionali^.m and alliance building in multilateral diplomacy, parti
cularly within the EU. From this point ofview, the debate about
whether Britain should remain a member of the Union appears
pointless, especially to chose outside the British Isles.

The claim that Britain's international decline has continued
unchecked is not beyond dispute. The UK's future decline is not
inevitable. But in recent times the only clear purpose of British
governments in international affairs has seemed to be insisting
that Britain matters more than it really does.
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